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ENGINE CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED COMPONENTS

Each engine is enca sed ln Its own nacelle package. The pylon supports the
engine and nacelle and provides a means of attaching them to the aircraft
structure. Each power package consists of the engine, accessories,
cowling, engine mounts, and exhaust duct-thrust reverser assembly.
Within the nacelle are two firewall& of corrosion resistant steel. The
vertical firewall d1vldes the nacelle into two zones, No. 1 and 2. Zone
~o. 1 Ls aft of the !lrewall, and Zone No. 2 Is on the forward side. A
horizontal firewall separates the pylon structure from the eng:lne.
The nacelle has a zero lnlet duct which means that the duct length Is very
short ln front. of the lnlet guide vanes. Spring-loaded blow-in doors in the
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nose cowl open during starting :md low airspeed to provide sufficient airflow to
the fan rotors. When airspeed Increases to a value where ram air supplies airflow needs, differential pressure across the doors drops ancl they are springloaded closed.
Aft of the nose cowl is a bifurcated duct which bolts to the f:ln discharge case.
This duct directs the fan airflow (secondary airflow) into two channels on the
left and right side::; o[ the engine. The forward cowl doors which enclose the
bifurcated duct hinge on the upper left and right sides of the engine and latch on
the bottom centerllne. The aft cowl doors are hinged and lntched in a like .
manner and provide an Integral duct which guides fan discharge air to the exhaust
nozzle assembly.

The exhaust nozzle assembly combines the fan and engine exhaust nozzles and
the thrust reverser nssernbly. These nozzles direct fan and engine exhaust gases
a[t and overboard. The fan exhaust nozzle encloses the engine exhaust nozzle.
Nl COMPRESSOR SECTION (FAN):
Since the fan and Nl compressor are on a common shaft they are discussed under
this section along with their related components.
The auxiliary accessory support section Is a one -piece ;·.1agnesium casting. It
supports the auxiliary accessory drive and bolts Into the No. 1 bearing support.
The auxiliary accessory support provides two mount pads on the forward face,
but only one Is usea. It drives the Nl compressor tachometer generator. The
lower face of the support section provides a mount for the No. 1 bearing oil
scavenge pump.
The aux.lllary accessory drive gear is externally splined and Installed with an
"0" ring into the front compressor hub. The hub has an Internal spl!ne which
mates with the accessory d1·ive gear. The accessory drive gear powers the N1
tachometer generator and the No. 1 bearing oil scavenge pump.
The compressor air Inlet duct, A-B, bolts to the front compressor [ront airflow
duct (front fan case), B-:a. The outer case wall is titanium. Fitted into the inner
diameter of the outer case are 23 hollow titanium guide vanes and their spacers.
These guide vanes are bolted to the case wall on the outer diameter and riveted
to the No. 1 bearing support on the inner diameter. These hollow vanes have an
internal webb bracing and a sponge nylon filler which absorbs vibrations. All
the vanes carry anti-icing air. In addition, some struts have special functions:
1 0' clock strut - Air Sens lng

4 O'clock Strut - Oil Pressure
8 O'clock strut - Scavenge OU
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9 O'clock Strut - Nl TACH Gen Wire
11 O'clock strut - Breather
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These special functions are discussed In later chapters under related
subsystems.
The purpose of the Inlet guide vanes ls two-fold: First, they direct Incoming
air onto the rotors at the best angle for compression. Second, they distribute
the No. 1 bearing support load to the outer case. On the loner diameter of the
vanes, the fore und aft No. 1 bearing support shells are riveted. These
components form the No. l bearing scavenge sump.
The front compressor front airflow duct (front fan case) B-B, bolts to the rear
of the air inlet duct and to the front flange (Bl) of the front compressor rear airflow duct (rear fan case). The front airflow duct (front fan case) ls aluminum
and fits over the first-s~ge·fan duct. Tbe first-stage rotor of the Nl compressor
rotates inside this fan duct. Riveted to the flrst-5tage fan duct and to front and
rear stator position plates are 48 aluminum alloy stator blades. These blades
help provide compression and serve to guide fan airflow onto the second-stage
rotor. At the Inside diameter of the stator blades Is a spoiler, which rides on
the knile edge of the rotating fan spacer. The purpose of this spoiler is to
prevent air leakage around the Inner diameter of the stators. Should leakage
occur, engine efficiency would decrease. The stator blades are replaceable.
For easy maintenance, they slip Into the rear airflow duct (rear fan case).
The front compressor rear airflow duct (rear fan case) shown as B-C ln the
Illustration is aluminum and houses the first-stage (fan) stator assembly as
noted above. The·second-stage fan duct slips into the rear airflow duct and
bolts to an Internal flange. This duct houses the second-stage rotor. During
disassembly, this fan duct must be removed from the forward end.
The rear fan duct slips Into the rear airflow duct at flange C. The leading edge
lip fits over the aft lip of the second-stage fan duct making a streamlined
passage to the front compressor eldt case and the Nl Inner c ase Inlet. The
rear fan duct bolts Into position with the front compressor exit case at flange C.
In summary, the front c ompressor front case (fan case) Is divided Into two parts:

the front (fan) and rear (fan) airflow ducts, which house the first two stages of
the low pressure (Nl) compressor. These first two stages, then, are the fan.
The front compressor eldt strut case (fa:n discharge case) shown as C-D,
divides fan airflow Into two paths: primary and secondary. The secondary alr
flows into the blfurcated duct, as shown earlier In this chapter; primary air
flows into the Nl compressor via second- stage stator vanes.
The exit case is stainless steel and supports 38 steel eldt guide vanes on Its
outer circumference. The inner circumference houses the second and thlrd
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stator assemblies and the third-stage rotor.
The second-stage stator Is bolted to the forw:1rd Inside diameter of the exit case
and extends forward Into the rear airflow duct. The 48 aluminum alloy vanes are
Individually replaceable and form a continuous ring. At their Inside diameter
they are riveted to a shroud which forms an air seal on the inner end o{ the vanes.
The second-stage stators are pinned to the third stage for alignment and to
prevent the stator sections from rotating within the case.
The third-stage stators are a two-piece assemblies which pin to the secondstage stator on the forward end and to the fourth-stage stator on the aft end.
The 56 vanes are made of aluminum alloy and riveted to a spoUer shroud on the
inner diameter. This spoUer serves as an air seal to prevent air leakage on
the Inner end of the stators. Tl!e outer circumference of the third stage rivets
to an inner compressor ducr on the forward end. The inner duct and the spoiler
shrouds are two-piece units to allow ease of maintenance. The stator vanes are
replaceable.
Nl COMPRESSOR SECTION (COMPRESSOR).

The front compressor rear case (Nl compressor case), D-F In the Illustration,
Is a one-piece aluminum structure. It bolts to the front compressor exit strut
case (fan discharge case) at flange D and to the Intermediate case at flange F.
There Is a dummy flange, £, at mid-case. The front compressor rear case
(Nl compressor case) houses the remaining five stages of the compressor. Each
stator stage Is constr1,1cted In halves.
The 66 fourth-stage vanes are made of replacable aluminum alloy. The outer
circumference Is riveted to the compressor Inner duct on th.e forward end. The
inner circumference is riveted to an air seal spoUer shroud. The compressor
inner duct serves as a spacer between stator sections and Is pinned for alignment and to prevent rotation within the case.
The fifth-stage stator Is a two-piece steel assembly. The 96 stator vanes are
all welded on the Inner diameter. Every sixth vane on the outer diameter Is
welded. This provides flexibility and room for expansion without putting undue
strain on the case. The fifth-stage Is not attached to a compressor Inner duct
but assemblies between the fourth and sixth stage ducts which act as spacer and
pin to the fifth stage.
The sl.xth through eight stages are of two-piece steel construction. The vanes,
of which the sixth stage has 96 blades, the seventh stage, 106 blades, and the
eighth stage, 120 blades, are welded on the Inner diameter and strap welded on
the outer diameter. In additloo , the vane segments are assembled with and
pinned to Inner ducts which act as spacers. Each stage ls pinned to the one In
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front and the one aft. The vanes r ve an aluminum spoiler shroud riveted on
their inner diameter. These spot. rs form an air seal on the Inner end of the
stators. Stator splice plates, which fasten the two-piece sections together, are
staggered 90 degrees during installation.
The front compressor rear case (Nl outer case) is installed from the rear. It
tapers from flange D to flange F to conform to decreasing blade size and
compressor volume.
Nl COMPRESSOR SECTION @OTOR ASSEMBLY).
The Nl cam pressor rotor assembly consists of nine stages. The front compressor disk and hub are an Integral unit supported by the No. 1 bearing. The hub is
internally spllned and drives the front accessories. The disk mounts the firststage fan blades. Sixteen tie rods, which secure the ian rotor stack, are Inserted
from the front disk and thread into the second spacer. A nut on the front disk
provides torque on the stack. The _front and aft disks are separated by a spacer
which has two knife-edge air seals used with the stator shrouds. The aft disk
mounts the second-stage fan blades. Snap flanges on the front and rear face
receive the spacers. The second spacer separates the second-stage fan rotor
and the third stage of the compressor.
There are 34 first-stage fan blades. These blades are of steel and have a
stellite mid-span shroud. This shroud locks the blades together during operation which helps to .strengthen the blades.
The 30 second-stage blades are also made of steel but are pin-mounted to the
disk. This allows the blades to move 1 1/2 Inches radially and 1/4 inch
longitudinally at the blade tip. This movement allows the blades to take their
best operating position and helps compensate for uneven loading.
The rotor disks In the third through ninth stages are of varying weights and
thiclmesses to compensate for vibration levels experienced with this engine.
Each segment Is designed for maximum strength at maximum operation. On
the front and rear of each disk are snap flanges. The third stage forward side
mates with the No. 2 fan spacer. The third stage aft side, the fore and aft sides
of the fourth through eighth, and the forward side of the ninth disks accept the
disk spacers. At the seventh disk aft side, just in front of the spacer, Is the
front compressor rotor rear hub.
A1r seals are formed by the stator vane Inner shrouds and the knife-edge seals
on disk spacers. The spacers fit into the snap flanges of the disks separating
the disks and helping to transmit torque from rotor segment to rotor segment.

The rear hub Is assembled into the disk-spacer stack at the seventh disk to
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to lessen the effect of vibrations and to keep the total engine length to a mlnl.mum.
The rear hub Is supported by the No. 2, 2 1/ 2, and 3 bearings and mounts the
related bearing seals and seal supports. In addition, the rear hub splines over
the N1 turbine shaft. The N1 compressor shaft is bolted to the Nl turbine shaft
with an internal nut and spacer and is prevented from loosening by a springloaded
lock. Holes In the hub flange allow ninth-stage bleed air Into the rotor. This
air provides turbine coollng and No. 1 and 2 bearing alr load for the carbon seals.
Sixteen tie rods, installed In the second ian spacer, secure the rotor stack from
third and ninth stage and join the fan to the compressor section. These tie rods
are removed from the forward side which allows the fan to be removed and
replaced without disassembling the compressor.
The compressor
stage follow:

blades~

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

thiTd to ninth stage, are steel. Blade numbers by

Third stage - 36 blades
Fourth stage - 51 blades
Fifth stage - 62 blades
Sixth stage - 62 blades
Seventh stage - 82 blades
Eighth stage - 100 blades
Ninth stage - 102 blades

These blades are dovetailed to their disks and are retained by expandable tab
locks. The blades· have what are called "squealer" tips. These special tips
provide a turbulence which minimizes air leakage on the outer end of the rotors.
N2 COMPRESSOR SECTION (INTERMEDIATE CASE).

The intermediate case, bolts to the front compressor rear case (Nl compressor
outer case) at flange F and to the diffuser case at flange G. The intermediate
case forms the N2 compressor outer case. The N2 outer case has two acceleration bleed valves at the twelfth stage: one of 4 3/4-inch diameter on the left side,
one of 6-lnch diameter on the right side.
On the forward flange (F) there are eight mO\mting lugs.

The four top lugs are

used to mount the engine to the pylon (forward engine mount), the bottom four
forward lugs are used with the engine stand for removal and installation.
The ninth-stage stator for the N1 compressor Is formed by the forward part of
the Intermediate case. The outer circumference of the case forms a bearing
vent manifold. A vent adapter tube 1n the 6 o'clock strut connects the bearing
cavity and the vent annulus.
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A spider on the bottom of the 6 o'clock strut combines the fittings for the vent
adapter, pressure line from the pump,. and the scavenge line from the accessory
case.
The No. 2 bearing seal support Is welded into the inner periphery of the lntermediate case. The No. 2 bearing seal housing bolts to the forward face of the
seal support and supports the forward heat shield. The No. 2 bearing housing
bolts between the nlnth-stage stator and the aft face of the bearing support. The
No. 3 bearing seal support and seal housing bolts to the No. 2 bearing housing.
In addition, the No. 3 seal support bolts to the inner stator flange. The seal
housing supports a fiberglas heat shield assembly.
Assembled with the No. 3 seal support Is an air seal ring. This ring contacts
the N2 rotor and prevents air leakage across the front of the N2 compressor.
The rear compressor case (inner) Is of one-piece steel construction. It slips
into the intermediate case on the forward end and Is flanged and bolted at the
diffuser end (flange F). The N2 stator vane assemblies nest inside this case.
The twelfth-stage bleed holes circle the case just over the twelfth-stage rotor
stage. These bleed holes port twelfth- stage air between the inner and outer
cases.
The six stator assemblies are of steel, continuous-ring construction. The stator
blades are all welded on the inner diameter. The outer diameter Is strap welded.
At the Inner diameter an aluminum alloy spoiler shroud Is riveted to prevent air
leakage. Assembled with the stator sections Is an integTal duct which serves as
a spacer between segments. The stator segments nest into the inner case. The
tenth stage butts against a flange; the fifteenth stage Is secured by four screws.
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Each stage Is pinned to the others for alignment and to prevent rotation in the
case. Following Is a list, by stage, of blade numbers.
Tenth stage - 96 blades
Eleventh stage - 122 blades
Twelfth stage - 128 blades
Thirteenth stage - 140 blades
Fourteenth stage - 150 blades
Fifteenth stage - 174 blades
N2 COMPRESSOR SECTION (ROTOR) ,

The N2 compressor rotor Is a seven-stage steel alloy assembly. The rotor
disks are machined In asaort'ed sizes and thicknesses depending on their
strength requirements. Each disk Is made with snap flanges on the front and
rear sides. The tenth-stage disk has an air seal mounted Into the front snap
flange. The eleventh through sixteenth stage flanges mate with spacers. In
addition, the twelfth stage accepts the N2 rotor front hub; the sixteenth stage
accepts the rear hub.
The six spacers are separate steel disks with machined knife- edge seals on
their rims. They separate the rotor segments and shrink fit Into the rotor snap
flanges. When assembled into the rotor stack the spacers help transmit
torque. The knife-edge seals mate with the stator spoiler shrouds and form air

seals.
The front hub assembly mounts Into the forward flange of the twelfth-stage rotor
which reduces overall engine length and the effects of vibrations. The N2 front
hub Is supported by the No. 3 bearing, and also drives the No. 3 seal carrier.
The alr seal tube which Is shrunk fit Into the front hub prevents N2 rotor air
from leaking down the shaft. The front hub flange has ex.lt boles which .allow
twelfth-stage air to exhaust forward, creating approximately 4, 000 pounds thrust
to offset the engine thrust load on the No. 4 bearing.
The rear hub Is flanged to the aft side of the sixteenth-stage rotor. Just above
the hub flange Is an air seal contact flange which mates with N2 rotor air seals.
The rear hub Is Installed over the air seal tube with piston ring type seals. The
rear hub also mounts the No. -1 bearing, No. 4 seal plate, and the accessory
drive gear. The aft end of the N2 hub splines Into the N2 turbine shaft with a
spacer. Left and right-hand threaded nuts secure the assembly.
The 16 N2 compressor tie rods are Installed from the rear (sixteenth- stage
rotor) thus securing the rotor stack. The forged steel compressor blades dovetail Into the rotors. The blades are secured by expandable tab locks. In addition,
the blades are "squeeler" tipped.
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DIFFUSER SECTION.
The diffuser case bolts to the Intermediate case at flange G and to the combustion
case at flange H. The outer weldment forms a plenum which bleeds off high
velocity "outside diameter" air. Outside diameter air Is differentiated from
Inside diameter air by the position from which It is bled off and by its relative
cleanliness. Outside diameter air has high velocity and would tend to keep heavy
particles suspended in lt. Inside diameter air is of lower velocity and higher
static pressure. Large particles separate leaving cleaner air. Outside diameter
bleed ports are round with three bolt holes; Inside diameter ports are oval with
multiple bolt holes.
The outer weldment provides Internal mounts for the fuel manifold and burner
cans and external mounts for the accessory case, igniter plugs, and the
pressurizing and dump valve.
Eight hollow struts join the Inner and outer weldments. The twelve o'clock strut
vents the No. 4, 4 1/ 2, and 5 bearing cavities. It also supplies Inside diameter
air to the acceleration bleed control. The No. 1, 3, 9, and 10 o'clock struts
extract Inside diameter air for environmental systems. The 4 o'clock strut
supplies pressure oil to the No. 4 and 5 hearings. The 6 o'clock strut houses
the tower shaft housing for the accessory drive. The 8 o'clock strut scavenges
oil from the No. 4 and 5 bearing.
The Inner weldment bolts to the Inner combustion case and heat shield on the aft
end. On the forward end It forms a two walled duct supporting the sixteenthstage stator vanes of which there are .1.30. The No. 4 bearing housing bolts to the
forward face Inner diameter. This housing supports a seal assembly and head
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shield. A bracket on the aft Inner diameter helps support the fuel mantiold.
COMBUSTION SECTION.

The combustion section outer casing Is a two piece steel construction. It Is
formed Into two cases (H-J forward, J-K aft) for easy access to the burner cans.
The outer casing retains the air around the burners. In the bottom of the aft
portion of the casing Is 11 reed type drain valve. This valve opens at 2 to 4
pounds per square Inch to drain the residual fuel from the combustion section
any time raw fuel has collected in this area.
Housed in the case are eight nickel alloy steel combustion liners (burner. cans).
The burners are made of a series of rings, roll-welded together. The air
distribution tube In the center of the burner eflectlvely Increases burner area.
It too Is made of ringed sections roll-welded together. Both the can and the tube
are welded in such a manner as to leave spaces between the welds. These spaces
form cooling tabs allowing air to flow along the Inside surfaces of the can, thus
providing a cooling blanket of air to Insulate the sides of the burner. Additional
holes are in the burner cans for mixing the fuel-air mixture and for flame
dilution.

Cross-over tubes connect the burner cans. These tubes connect the burner cans
in a male-female CollDectlon and spread the flame from one can to the other.
The burner cans are attached to a bracket on the front end. This bracket Is
bolted between flange G and Hand accepts a hook on the burner. The fuel nozzles
also pr ovide support on the forward end of the burner cans. At the rear end, the
bu.r ner cans clamp Into a transition duct. The transition duct bolts to the turbine
case at flange K to secure the burners and direct combustion gases onto the turbine.
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TURBINE NOZZLE CASE

YAN(

A three-walled combustion Inner case houses and protects the turbine shafts.
It also encloses the pressure and scavenge oil tubes for the No. 3 bearing. A
dual scavenge pump is also housed in the Inne r case. In addition to the above,
the Inner case forms a \'ent cavity and scavenge sump for tbe No. -1, l 1/2, and
5 be:1rlngs.

TURBINE SECTION.
The turbine nozzle case, K-L, is a one-piece steel structure. Il encloses the
N1 and N2 of the turbines. Each stage consists of a stator assembly located In
front of a rotor assembly.
A stator assembly consists basically of a row of Individually replaceable stator
vanes and an air control ring. The vanes are shrouded at their Ups and are
classified by size. The vanes determine nozzle area and angle of gas flow to the
turbine wheel aft of each row of stators. During assembly, the class of the vanes
Is varied to obtain the specliled nozzle area . When replacing vanes, use the sanae
class to prevent changing the nozzle area.
The flrst·stage stator vanes are Installed from the front. They are slipped in
and pinned at the outSide diameter to a flange on the Inside oi the turbine nozzle
case. The Inside diameter blades fit over lugs on a flange of the turbine stator
support case. They are safetled by a special heat resistent safety wire run
through the lugs.
The second, third, and fourth stages are installed from the rear and are positioned by spacers at their outer ends. The Inner ends have lug tips which fit
into channels In the air control rings. The fourth-stage turbine rotor outer
seal fits In behind the fourth-stage stator vanes and retains the second, third,
and fourth stages and their spacers.
The air control rings control airflow at the stator vanes' inner ends. The No. 1
ring fits between the N1 and N2 turbines or the first and second-stage turbine
wheels. It has knife edges, which are opposite flanges on the rear face of the
No. 1 turbine wheel and the front face of the No. 2 turbine wheel, form lng an
air seal. The No. 2 ring fits between th e No. 2 and No. 3 turbine wheels. It
uses a fiat spoiler opposite knife edges on the turbine rotor spacer to form an
air seal. The No. 3 rlng ts between the No. 3 and No. 4 turbine wheels. It has
the same type of seal as the l';o, 2 ring.
The stator spacers Interlock with the outer tips of the stator vanes. They are
also used as an atr seal. The No. 1 spacer has knlie edges opposite the No. 1
turbine's blade tip shroud. The No. 2 and No. 3 spacers do not have knife edges;
they are stepped for a spoiler effect. The knife edges are on the blade tip shrouds
of the No. 2 and No. 3 turbine wheels. The No. 4 turbine blade tip shroud has
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the knife edges oppostte the stepped fourth-stage rotor seal. These seals contain
the diverging gas flow minimizing the leakage around the outside of the blade tip
shrouds.
A combustion chamber outlet duct is positioned by a plate to the rear flange on
the inner combustion case. The plate has an Inner bolt ring and eight tabs which
e>.."tend around the outer edge. Locating pins e>..'tend rearward from four of these
tabs. It Is on these locating pins the outlet duct Is correctly positioned.
The center opening of the outlet duct Is larger In diameter than the forward
flange on the stator support case. The forward flange extends through the
opening and mates t the bolt ring on the outlet duct positioning plate. The No.
5 bearing support mates to the rear face of the front flange on the stator support
case. From the rear, bolts are Inserted In every other hole around the bearing
support. Then from the other side, i.e. the positioning plate side, bolts are
placed !.n the remaining holes. In this manner the positlon!.ng plate, combustion
case rear flange, stator support case front flange, and the No. 5 bearing support
are all joined together.
The turbine stator support or inner turbine case provides a mounting means for
the N2 stators and two air control seals. It is cone shaped and, as previously
mentioned, bolts to the rear of the Inner combustion case. The two air control
seals have knife .edges extending Inward towards opposite flanges on the front
face of the N2 turbine wheel. Mounting for the stators is provided by a row of
lugs and a stepped flange. The stepped flange and a similar one on the inner
rear flange of tlie N2 stator vanes provide a seat for the vanes. Au eye In the
stator inner front flange passes over the lug. After the row has been installed
the safety wire is used for retaining the vanes.
The No. 5 t-earing support Is internally spl!ned. The spl!nes mesh with similar
splines on the periphery of cne No. 5 bearing housing. This radially positions
the housing and allows for growth lengthwise due to thermal expansion. The
bearing housing Is also fastened to the Inner combustion case heat shidd by the
same bolts that hold the bearing seal support and the beat shield to the rear of
the bearing support housing.
TURBINE ASSEMBLY (ROTATING).

The rotating turbine assembly is made up of the Nl and N2 turbines. The turbines
consists a total of four turbine wheels or disks, two concentric turbine shafts,
turbine blades, and tie rods.
The N2 turbine is a single stage turbine that supplles the power to turn the N2
compressor. Physically, It Is the first turbine wheel aft of the combustion
section. The turbine wheel is a machined steel disk with provisions for attaching
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the turbine blades to Its outer circumference.
The blades :Ire classified by weight In pairs and then lnst:tlled diametrlc:tlly
opposite each other. They are fir-treed to the wheel. The broached openings
In the wheel are not perpendicular to the frtce of the disk but :~re at about a 10degree angle to the wheel. They are offset as a method of manufactcrln;r :md
assembly that reduces the width of the base of the blade allowing more blades
to be Installed around the turbine wheel. On their outer tips, the turbine blades
are shrouded to cut down airflow losses. The shrouds are Interlocked In a "Z"
shaped joint for added strength.
On the rear face of the ~o. 1 trublne wheel, one seal flange is opposite the

knife-edge fastened to the bottom of the No. 2 stator air control rmg.
The front face of the 1':2 turbine is cooled by six-teenth-stage air Uwt has passed
aft between the inner combustion case and the case liner. The <.'oollng air can
pass outward along the face of the wheels tl:rough the knife seals and finally mix
with tbe gas flow just forward of the N2 turbine blades. Part of the cooli ng air
can pass down througb holes In tbe mounting flange to the area betwt:~n the :-12
and Nl shafts. From here It flows forward through the shaft bearings and seals
or rearward under the N2 wheel and up its rear face and the front ra..e <>f the l'io.
2 turbine wheel to mLx with the exhaust flow.
The Inner diameter of the N2 turbine wheel has a soap flange on the forwnrd face
for mounttng to the N2 turbine shaft flange. The N2 turbine shaft extends forward
through the combustion section coupling the N2 turbine to the :-<2 compressor.
At its aft end, just forward of the turbine section, It Is supported by the No. 5
bearing. At the forward end, just aft of the diffuser, It Is spllned to and supported
by the N2 compressor rear hub. At the mldpolnt it Is supported by the No. 4 1/2
bearing.
The N2 turbine shaft coupling consists of a spacer, attach nut, and lock nut.
The N2 carnpressor rear hub has external splines and the N2 turbine shaft has
Internal splines. The spacer flts between the end of the rea.r hub and an Internal
shoulder Inside the turbine shaft when the two are spllned together. On the rear
face of the same shoulder, an attach nut mates when It Is threaded Into the Internal
threads of the rear hub. Once the attach nut is seated, a Jock nut threads Into
the Inside of the turbine shaft and seats against the attach nut. The two nuts have
opposite threads, e. g. the attach nut Is right hand and the Jock nut is left hand,
to provide a locking system for the :\2 compressor and turbine shaft. The nuts
themselves have internal splines to match those on the tool used to remove them.
They are accessible from the rear end or the turbine after the Nl turbine shaft
has been removed.
Just forward of the No. 4 1/2 bearing, the N2 shaft has a series of small holes
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to allow oil to be scavenged by centrifugal force into the void between the N2
shaft and the combustion case heat shield and illto the No. -t bearing sump.
The Nl turbine ls a three-stage assembly conslstillg of the No. 2 , No. 3, and
No. 4 turbine wheels, their seals, a spacer, and ten tie rods.
A turbille rotor seal is between the No. 2 and No. 3 turbine wheels and another
between the No. 3 and No. 4 wheels. The spacer is concentrically mounted
Inside the rotor seal between the No. 3 and No. 4 wheels. It determilles the
stacked dlmenslon after assembly and is available in many different thicknesses
for this reason.
Ten tie rods hold the Nl tutb!ne assembly together. The No. 2 wheel bolts to a
flange on the rear of the N1 turbine shaft. On the rear of the No. 2 wheel, there
Is an integral turbine shaft ex1;ension flange that Is sometimes called the "flower
pot." The rest of the turbine assembly , consisting of turbine rotor seal, the
No. 3 turbine wheel, another roto.r seal and the spacer, and the ~o. 4 turbine
wheel and a flange, Is fastened to the flower pot by the ten tie rods. Special nuts
lock Into the flower pot and then the tie rods thread Into the nuts frma the rear of
the turbine. Then, on the rear end of the tie rods, the assembly Is secured by
nuts and tab locks. The turbine wheels have close tolerance snap flanges for the
stacking of the wheels, seals, and spacer.
The rear flange or hub narrows and extends rearward formillg a mo\Ulting surface
for the No. 6 bea>!ng, bearing spacer, and seal assembly.
The rear hub is Internally threaded for a plate to which an oil transfer tube
assembly and a pinion drive gear attach. The transfer tube passes engine
lubrication oil to the trumphets going to the No. 4 1/ 2 bearing. The pilllon
drive gear drives the No. 6 bearillg oil scavenge pump.
A housing attached to the No. 6 bearing support encases the oil scavenge pump.
A cup-shaped heat shield fastens over this area. Ninth-stage cooling air, passing
through the Inside of the Nl turbille shaft, flows between the pump housing and
the heat shield. It then passes out a bole in the tip of the heat shield and back
along the inside of the tail cone. At the junction of the tail cone and the turbine
assembly, it mixes with the exhaust gas flow. Some ninth-stage air passes
through the air seal at the rear inner face of the No. 4 turbine wheel and out
along the rear face cooling it and then mixes with the exhaust gas flow near the
turbine blade base.
The turbine blades are fir-treed and rivet retained In the rim of the turbine
wheels the same way as the N2 turbine blades. Knife-edge air seals are used
on the outside of the blade tip shrouds and each blade's shroud Interlocks with
the ones on each side of it. The Interlocking face Is Z-shaped. Above 9, 000
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revolutions per minute, centrilugal twisting force acting on the blades locks the
tips firmly together. As prevlously mentioned, the blades are classified by
weight and are Installed In pairs diametrically opposite each other.
The Nl turbine shaft couples the N1 turbine to the N1 compressor. The rear
hub of the N1 compressor is spllned internally, and the N1 turbine shaft has
external splines, They slip together and then an attach nut Is Inserted In from
the compressor side.
The turbine attach nut and a lock (retainlng) assembly are held lnslde the rear
hub by a snap ring. The lock consists of two splined collars and a spring. The
attach nut is internally spllned to receive a Sweeney wrench. The lock is
designed to be released by the Sweeney wrench allowing the attach nut to turn.
The nut threads Into the Inside of the turbine shaft. As it is threaded In, a
shoulder on the nut tightens down against the other side of the flange In the hub
pulling the turbine shaft Into position. For disassembly, the attach nut acts
against the lock and functions as a puller, thus backing the shaft out of the
compressor hub. The attach nut"is silverplated to prevent seizing and galling.
The Nl tnrblne shaft is supported at Its forward end by the Nl compressor
rear hub. Further ait In the combustion area, the Nl shaft and the forward end
of the turbine rotor are supported by the No. 4 1/2 bearing. The aft end of the
Nl turbine rotor is supported by the No. 6 bearing. No. 4 1/2 bearing inner
race and retaining nut are on the Nl turbine shift and the oil tubes are Inside
the shait.
TURBINE EXHAUST CASE.

The turbine exhaust case. L-M, attaches to the rear of the turbine nozzle case.
The fourth-stage turbine outer seal is flanged between the rear flange of the
turbine nozzle case and the front flange of the exhaust case. 1\vo heavy external
flanges near the center of the exhaust case provlde the necessary strength and
rigidity for engine mounting and the fastening of the outer ends of the turbine
exhaust strut rods. The rods position and bold the No. 6 bearing support, the
No. 6 sump and heat shield assembly, and the turbine exhaust fairing assembly.
Six Pt7 probes mount on bosses between the front flange L and the heavy flanges.
The bosses are at the 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:00, 8 :30, and 10:30 o'clock positions.
The probes sample the exhaust gas pressure which Is averaged out In the
pressure manifold. Tbe manifold, in turn, is conoected to the corresponding
EPR transmitter.
Just forward of the rear flange N, six thermocouple mounting bosses are located.
They are at the 12:30, 3:00, 5:00, 6:30, 9:15, and 11:30 o'clock positions. Six
dual thermocuples are mounted on the bosses. The thermocouples provide the
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exhaust gas temperature electrical signal for the engine EGT system.
The six suppor t rods are secured at their outer ends by a dual locknut arrangement. The locknut arro.ngement secures the rods to the strut support mounts
between the engine mount flanges. Strut support mounts are at the 12:00, 2:00,
5:00, 7:00, and 10:00 o'clock positions on the exhaust case.
At thelr Inner ends, the rods are bolted to ears on the No. 6 bearing support.
With the same bolts, a gas seal assembly Is fastened to the forward side of the
No. 6 bearing support. To the aft side of the bearing support is fastened the
sump adapter and No. 6 bearing oll scavenge pump. The entire sump area Is
enclosed in a heat shield also fastened to the sump adapter.
A pressure oil line enters the exhaust case at the 3:00 o'clock position. It runs
parallel to the 3:00 o'clock support rod and enters the No. 6 bearing housing and
heat shield just aft of the 3:00 o'clock support.
The exhaust fairing assembly consists of an inner cone and fairing and five hollow
streamline struts. The struts fair-In the support rods and olllines. The inner
cone and fairing fai rs-In and encloses the No. 6 bearing housing and heat shield
assembly. 1n addition, It forms an inner nozzle wall and maintains proper nozzle
area.
MAIN ACCESSORY DRIVE AND GEARBOX.

The main accessory drive and gearbox is located at the 6:00 o'clock position on
the d;ifuser case. The accessory drive gearbox consists of front housing, rear
housing, and reduction gear assembly.
The reduction gear assembly is driven by a hollow steel tower shaft extending
down through the 6:00 o'clock strut. The upper end of the tower shaft splines
into the main drive shaft bevel gear and coupling. This gear meshes with the
bevel gear on the rear hub of the N2 compressor.
The upper end of the tower shaft Is supported by two bearing assemblies, housed
in the main component drive coupling. Tbe upper bearing Is a r oller type and
accepts radial loads from the coupling. The other, also a ball bear ing, accepts
both radial and thrust loads lroposed on the coupling by the compressor drive
gear.
At its lower end, the tower shaft has a gear that meshes with a ring gear inside
the lower coupling. This coupling is, In turn, spllned toto the inside of a bevel
gear that meshes with a bevelled accessory drive gear in the gearbox.
The lower coupling and tower shaft assembly Is supported by two bearing
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assemblles located In the gearbox bearing adapter. The ball bearing accepts
radial and thrust loads from the tower shaft while the lower roller bearing
receives radial loads from the bevel gear.
The gearbox fastens to the diffuser with four mounting lugs, a positioning
bracket, and two guide pins.
Mounting lugs are in pairs: one pair on the forward upper left corner, and the
other on the upper right corner. Each pair slips over each side of a mounting
link attached to the diffuser. When properly aligned, a pin can then be slipped
through the lugs and the link. A clip retalnet· is used to lock the pin In position.
On the top center of the gear case, the positioning bracket slips between two lugs

on the bottom of the dtffus.er case. Just aft of the positioning bracket are the two
guide pins. When the case is mounted, the guide pins slide Into matching holes
in the diffuser case properly aligning the gearbox.
The gearbox is then properly m'ated to the tower shaft and bevel drive gear
assembl.v. Machined mating surfaces around the tower shaft assembly compress
an "0" ring type seal when the gear case Is properly attached to the diffuser.
Accessories mount to pads on the front and rear faces. When mounted on the
correct pad, the ·accessory is driven at the proper speed by the reduction gear
assembly 1n the gearbox. All accessory drives are right hand when looking
Into the drive pa.d s.
Drive ratios as compared to N2 compressor speed follow:
Starter
CSD
Hydraulic Pump
N2 Tach Generator
Fuel Control
Fuel Pump
Thrust Reverser Pump

0. 7000:1
o. 8020:1
0. 3420:1
0. 4350:1
0. 3480:1
0. 3440:1
o. 7000:1

Accessory locations on the forward face (viewed from the rear) are the fuel pump
drive on left hand side, Constant Speed Drive (CSD) adapter pad in the center,
and the fuel control drive on the right hand side. A duplex oil pump assembly is
mounted internally between the CSD adapter pad and the fuel control drive.
On the upper left end of the accessory drive gearbox Is a pad for mounting the
thrust reverser hydraulic pump. On the upper right end is a mounting pad for

the engine oil filter (undrlven).
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On the afl face of lhe accessory drive gearbox the following accessory drives or
mounts are located. On the upper left hand side is the breather pressurizing
valve pad and on the lower left hand side is the starter drive pad. The hydraulic
pumps d1·ive pad is on the lower right hand side and on the upper right hand side
is the N2 compressor tach generator drive pad. An oil drain plug is provided in
the lower rear case just left of center.

ENGINE BEARINGS.
The rotating mass of the JT3D (TF33) engine, consisting of the compressor
rotors , turbines, and turbine shafts, is supported by eight bearings. The No. 2
and 4 bearings are actually dual ball bearing units with each dual unit being
considered as one bearing. By numerical reference, the bearings are the No. 1,
2, 2 1/2, 3, 4, 4 1/2; 5, 'and 6. The No. 2, 2 1/2, and 4 bearings are ball type
used as thrust bearings. Ball bearings are used as thrust bearings as they can
absorb both radial and axial loads. Remaining bearings are of the plain roller
type as they absorb mainly radial loads.
NO. 1 BEARING.
The No. 1 bearing Is a roUe r type located Inside the compressor inlet guide vane
assembly. The No. 1 bearing supports the front hub of the Nl compressor, and
behind it is a spring-loaded carbon seal.
The outer race of the ~o. 1 bearing Is mounted inside a bearing support, which
is bolted to o. flange located inside the compressor Inlet guide vane assembly.
The outer race is held In the bearing support by a spanner nut which is locked
by a rivet.
The lrmer race is mounted on the front hub of the Nl compressor. Order of
assembly from the hub forward is a spacer, seal plate, bearing inner race, and
then the spanner type retaining nut. The retaining nut Is riveted to the compressor
hub. The inner race is wider than the rollers to allow for enging dimension
changes due to varying temperatures.
Fastened to the same flange as the bearing support is a seal support assembly.
The seal support has a spring-loaded, carbon-faced seal riding on pins to make
an effective seal with the seal plate. In addition, a ring seal carrier fastens to
the rear of the seal support. The ring seal carrier has grooves in its outer
periphery for two metal piston-ring type seals to ride in. The piston ring type
seals provide a seal for the floating carbon seal as It moves to remain in contact
with the seal plate. The seal plate, being mounted on the compressor hub, moves
as the engine rotor length changes due to temperature changes.
A seal between the compressor hub and seal support Is provided by multiple
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lmife edges on the bearing spacer opposite the mside surface of the ring seal
carrier, forming a type of labyrinth seal. :-linth-stage air Is bled through holes
in the front hub and bearing spacer to a sm:tll cavity between the seal plate, the
carbon seal, and the bearing spacer. Thi~ ninth-stage air pressurizes the
car bon seal so that if any seal leakage occurs. it is air-to-oil. Some bleed air
passes through the labyrinth seal, up the front face of the first N1 compressor
rotor wheel and is reingested. Air bled through the ring seals, and the carbon
seal enters the No. 1 bearing cavity and passes out the No. 1 bearing vent.
The bearing front face ls lubricated by an oil jet. The carbon seal and seal
plate also are lubricated by another oll jet.
NO. 2, 2 1/2, AND 3 BEAJ.UNGS.

The No. 2 bearing (front compressor rear hearing), ~-o. 2 1/2 bearing
(compressor intermediate bearing), anti the No. 3 bearing (rear compressor
front bearing), are all located in the center section in front of the compressor
intermediate case.
The No. 2 bearing ls a duplex ball bearing, the two bearings acting as one. They
are a ma~ched set and both have split inner races to facilitate installation. The
design of the split inner- race, duplex, nnnular- type bearing is unique in several
respects.
A deep groove outer race Is used. There is no tendency for a ball to be damaged
under high centrifugal forces or under hea\'Y thrust loads due to the elimination
of a counter bore which wlll be found on some non-separable bearings. A split
inner race permits a greater number of balls to be used without the need for a
counterbore or notches. A one-piece machined retainer of maximum strength
can be used. It may be inner or outer land riding, but preferably inner.
The bearing is completely separable lor vast: of Inspection and cleaning. The
split-inner-race bearing has the ability to take high thrust loading in either
direction while heavy momentary radial overloads may be carried.
In producing the inner race, the curvatur" ')f the groove ln each of the two halves
is ground while they are separated by a sp::cer. When the bearing Is assembled,
the spacer Is left out. This forms what is ~c.lled a "gothic arch. " The arch
prevents the balls from rolling on the split Itself. If the ball is pressed radially
inward, as when under a rad1al load, It ~o::1tacts the inner races on both sides of
the split. This allows greater monentar) :-adlal overloads to be carried besides
axial loads in either direction. For these reasons, split-Inner- race, annulartype bearings are used as thrust bearings. A duplex bearing of this type would
gl ve twice the capacity in one unit.
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The inner races of the bearing are separated by an oil baffle. In front of the
bearlng, proper position Is maintained by a seal plate used as a spacer. The
seal plate sets against the shoulder of a sleeve that has been slipped over the
rear hub. The No. 2 be:lring races. seal plate and oil baffle all ride on the
sleeve. They are held on the sleeve by a retaining nut that threads onto the
rear hub of the Nl c ompressor.
The outer race of the dual bearing Is carried ln a bearing support that, In turn,
is bolted to a flange of the compressor intermediate case. The outer race is
retained by a retaining nut that threads into the bearing support.
Extending forward from the bearing support Is a heat shield and seal assembly.
The seal Is comprised of a springloaded, floating carbon seal and seal plate
with piston ring type seals.· Again, the piston ring type seals provide an air
seal for the carbon seal as it moves to maintain contact with its seal plate.
Ninth- stage air off of the rear of the Nl compressor pressurizes the carbon
seal to prevent oil leakage.
Aft of the No. 2 bearing, the No. 2 1/ 2 and 3 bearing assemblies sit on steps

In the rear hub of the Nl compressor.
The inner races of the No. 2 1/ 2 and 3 bearings and a spacer are retained on the
hub by a spanner-type retaining nut. The nut, in turn, Is locked to the hub by a
rivet.
To the rear of the· compressor intermediate case, a beat shield assembly and a
rear bearing support Is fastened. Part of the heat shield insulates the rear face
of the bear log support. The other part slips over the seal assembly, helping
insulate it.
To the a ft loner flange of the rear bearing support, the No. 3 bearing carbon
seal assembly fastens. Over the outside of this, the No. 3 bearing ring seal
carrier fastens. The carbon seal is of the sprlngloaded floating type as before.
The seal plate assembly fastens to the forward end of the N2 compressor front
hub, and is supported by the No. 2 l/2 bearing. The seal plate splines lnto the
N2 compressor hub, and a snap ring retains the outer race of the No. 2 1/ 2
bearing inside the seal plate assembly.
Twelfth-stage air pressurizes the No. 3 bearing seal. The No. 3 bearing outer
race is held between a shoulder on the Inside of N2 compressor hub and a shoulder
on the rear of the seal plate assembly. The No. 3 bearing is therefore the
support for the front bub of the N2 compressor .
Inside the diffuser case, the rear hub of the N2 compressor is s upported by the
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No. -1 bearing. The No. -1 bearing is a duplex ball type sim tlar to the No. 2
bearing.
The Inner races of the No. -1 bearing are of the spilt type and slip over the outer
diameter of the rear hub of the N2 compressor. Fr om a shoulder on the rear
hub aft, the order of assembly is a seal plate, dual bearing Inner races separated
by an oil baffle-spacer, spacer ring, bevel gear, and a retaining nut. The retaining nut is safetied to the rear hub by a splined locking sleeve and a snap ring
to keep It engaged.
The outer race of the No. -1 bear ing Is mounted In a bear ing support-seal carrier
fastened to a flange of the inner dlffuser case structure. To the forward end of
the bearing support-seal carrier, the No. 4 bearing heat shield fastens. Just
below this, the sprlngloaded floating carbon seal is located. Piston ring seals
are again provided to seal the carbon seal as it moves to stay in contact with the
seal plate during engine dimension changes.
Sb.:teenth-stage air passes down the rear face of the N2 compressor hub, around
and under the heat shield, pressurizing the carbon seal so any leakage is air Into
the No. 4 bearing cavity.
NO. 4 1/2 BEARING.

The No. 4 1/2 bearing Is mounted between the low speed (N1) and high- speed (N2)
turbine shafts, and Is located approximately midway In the combustion section.
It is a roller bearing used to minimize the whip of the long, low- speed (Nl )
turbine sbait.
The outer rac e Is extra wide to allow for changes in engine length due to temperature variations. The outer race is held against a spacer and the spacer against
a shoulder Inside the N2 turbine shaft by a retaining sleeve. The sleeve threads
Into the inside of the N2 turbine shaft.
The inner race of the No. 4 l/2 bear ing, a bearing spacer, and three carbon
ring seals are held in place on the N1 turbine shaft by a castellated retain ing nut
that threads onto the shaft. A tab lock retained by a snap ring locks the
castellated nut to the Nl turbine shaft. To Index the tab lock to the turbine
shaft, grooves are cut In the threaded portion of the shaft.
Three rotating carbon ring seals seal off the bearing preventing oil flow rearward. Sixteenth-stage air passes forward between the concentric tur bine shafts
and pressurizes the aft side of the r ing seals. Normally, any leakage Is airInto-oil.
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NO. 5 BEARING.
The No. 5 bearing is a roller type, located just forward of the N2 turbine in the
front center of the turbine nozzle case. This bearing supports the high-speed
(N2) turbine.
The outer race and rollers are mounted In the bearing support housing. The
bearing support housing splines into the bearing support and is also bolted to
the inner combustion case heat shield. The Inner race is retained In the bearing
housing by a spanner type retaining nut that is locked by a rivet to the bearing
housing.
Against a shoulder on the N2 turbine shaft rides a spacer, seal plate, and the
No. 5 bearing inner race. They are held against the shoulder by a castellated
retainJ.ng nut that threads onto the turbine shaft. The retaining nut is safetled
by a tab lock that locks the nut to the turbine shaft. The tab lock is retained
Inside the nut by a snaprlng.
Oil flow aft is prevented by a springloaded floating carbon seal. The carbon
seal assembly mounts to the seal support. The carbon seal is sealed by two,
metal, ring- type seals. The ring seals and their carrier bolt to the aft Inner
flange of the seal ;SUpport.

Kntie edges on the bearing spacer provide additional seal on the inner circumference of the ring seal carrier. Sixteenth-stage air pressurizes the ring seals
and the carbon seal so leakage Is air into the No. 5 bearing cavity.
Lubrication for both faces of the bearing and the carbon seal is provided by three
oil jets. A finned heat shield of swandwich construction is fastened over the bearIng assembly.
No. 6 BEARING.
The No. 6 bearing is a roller type located in the turbine exhaust case. It supports
the rear of the low-speed (Nl) turbine.
The No. 6 bearing inner race, rollers, and seal assembly are mounted on the
rear hub of the Nl turbine. From a shoulder on the rear hub aft, the buildup
sequence Is two seal spacers and carbon seals, seal plate, No. 6 bearing Inner
race, and rollers. These are retained by a flange on the pinion drive gear for
the No. 6 bearing oil scavenge pump. The pinion gear Is bolted to the carrier
sleeve for the oil transfer tube assembly inside the rear hub. The carr ier sleeve
Is threaded into the inside of the rear hub.
The outer race is held in the bearing support by the turbine rear bearing heat
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shield support which bolts to the bearing support.
The forward carbon seal Is preloaded by ninth-stage air from the inside of the
hollow turbine shaft. This air Is bled off to the outside and forward faces of the
carbon seal through a passage In the turbine shaft. The other carbon seal Is
sprlngloaded by a spring washer. In addition, ninth-stage air pressurizes the
seal assembly on Its forward side so leakage Is air-to-oil.
Lubrication Is provided for the forward face of the bearing by an oll jet.
Complete Information on bearing lubrication Is covered under Engine Lubrication, Chapter IV.
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